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Introduction: In anticipation of the upcoming visit of the 
Dawn spacecraft to asteroid 4 Vesta, there is renewed interest in 
howardites, which are believed to dominate the surface of 4 Ves-
ta. The Antarctic meteorite collection contains more than 100 
howardites, including several showers, such as the Pecora Es-
carpment (PCA) 02009 pairing group [1,2]. The identification of 
paired howardites is important to understand their heterogeneity 
on a cm to m scale. We have previously shown that cosmogenic 
radionuclides can help to identify paired HED meteorites, even 
when the individual samples show a wide range in composition 
[2]. In this work we present concentrations of cosmogenic 10Be 
(half-life = 1.36 Myr), 26Al (0.705 Myr) and 36Cl (0.301 Myr) in 
24 howardites and 3 brecciated eucrites from the Antarctic mete-
orite collection.  

Experimental procedures. We dissolved howardite samples 
of 50-150 mg in HF/HNO3. After dissolution, small aliquots of 
the dissolved samples were taken for chemical analysis. We 
separated Be, Al and Cl and measured the radionuclide concen-
trations by accelerator mass spectrometry at Purdue’s PRIME 
Lab. 

Results and discussion. Chemical analysis of the samples 
shows a wide range in bulk compositions with Al ranging from 
1-7 wt%, Ca from 2-8 wt% and Mg from 4-15 wt%. The bulk 
composition of Mt. Pratt (PRA) 04401 is consistent with a large 
contribution of CM-type material [3,4]. 

Concentrations of cosmogenic 10Be (15-25 dpm/kg) and 26Al 
(52-109 dpm/kg) indicate that all howardites were exposed in 
space long enough (>5 Myr) to reach >90% of 10Be saturation 
level. The variations in 10Be and 26Al are mainly due to differ-
ences in shielding, although the high 26Al concentration (109 
dpm/kg) in MET 96500 may be due to production of 26Al by 
solar cosmic rays. Concentrations of cosmogenic 36Cl range from 
4-12 dpm/kg, with the exception of PRA 04401, with shows a 
value of 24 dpm/kg. The high 36Cl concentration in PRA indi-
cates a large contribution from neutron-capture 36Cl, most likely 
in the Cl-containing CM clasts. The remaining variations in 36Cl 
are due to a combination of differences in (i) the concentration of 
Ca, a major target element for the production of 36Cl, (ii) shield-
ing effects as a function of size and depth, and (iii) the terrestrial 
age. Using the relationship between the 36Cl production rate from 
Ca and the 26Al production rate [5], we derive terrestrial ages up 
to ~250 kyr for the Antarctic howardites. Based on the radionu-
clide results, we identified one pairing group at Miller Range 
(MIL) and one at Queen Alexandra Range (QUE), the latter in-
cluding both howardites and diogenites. The radionuclide results 
can also be used to constrain the CRE histories of howardites 
when combined with recent cosmogenic noble gas results [6]. 
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